
Motorized telescopic curtain track can be adjusted in length within a specific range to suit your window size. It significantly reduces labor costs 

and saves time in measuring your windows and making custom-sized curtain tracks. It also effectively avoids the errors associated with manual 

measurement that may cause material waste. With the properties that ordinary motorized single curtain tracks have, the telescopic curtain track 

enables the double-sided curtains to open or close (double-sided curtains are opened or closed on both sides at the same time). The ratio of track 

length to extendable length is 1:1.81.

Telescopic  Curtain  Track  Installation  Manual （CUR15）

Product  Description
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Single bracket Double bracket Runner Screw

Accessories  for  the  telescopic  track

Hook

Name
Quantity

Product 
model

24 2 20 12CUR15-120-200

26 2 40 16CUR15-220-400

Manual

1

1

Expansion bolt

12

16

PVC dust cover

1

1

CUR15-120-200 1.2-2(m)

CUR15-220-400 2.2-4(m)

L131×W12.5×H12.5(cm)

L231×W12.5×H12.5(cm)

2.2±0.5(kg)

3.4±0.5(kg)L225×W7.5×H5(cm)

L125×W7.5×H5(cm)

Product  model Extendable length Dimensions Package size  Gross weight 

Runner

Pulley

Track

Stopper

Gear  box

Gear  box

Runner
Stopper
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Installation  Method

≥10mm

Distance between two brackets ≤ 500mm
(Single/double bracket)

2.If you install a single curtain track, the total width should be no less than 120mm; If you install double curtain tracks, the total width should 

be no less than 220mm. The width can be adjusted according to the thickness and material of your curtain fabrics and your design.

1.The curtain motor can be installed either on the left or on the right.

3.The curtain motor comes with a three-prong plug, and the power cable is 1.2 meters in length by default. If you need to extend the power cable, 

please prepare an extension cord by yourself.

Single track installation 

(One socket is required)

Double track installation 

(Two sockets are required)

Install on the left Install on the right

≥10mm
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120mm

30 45 45

220mm

30 45 55 45 45

Single track

   
Double tracks 

   

Motor track Motor track 

Total width at least is 120mm Total width at least is 220mm
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4.Please cut and customize the PVC dust cover as needed, then place the dust cover on the track (As it is shown below: please get the narrow 

edge of the dust cover up and the wide edge down) 

８

6

８

８

1.Open the locking buckles (Mark       and Mark       )upward, and stretch the track to the window width in the direction of the arrow. 

2.Lock the track down with the locking buckles (Mark        and Mark       ). According to the number of your curtain holes, insert the same number 

of runners on the both sides of the pully (Mark       ).

3.Draw the pully (Mark       ) back and forth once or twice, and tighten the screws (Mark      , Mark 4    and Mark       ). Please note that the screws 

(Mark       ) need to be tightened manually, and try not to tighten up with an electric screwdriver.

4

2

3
1

5

Installation  Instructions

Single bracket

Single bracket

Double bracket

the narrow edge up

the wide edge downplace the dust cover

７

７

5.Install a right amount of brackets according to the track length you extend (Mark      ). For example, 4 single brackets and 1 double bracket 

are needed for a 4-meter track.

2 3

2 3

7

6 1 4 5

1

8
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6.Insert the brackets through the screws and tighten the screws (Mark       ) against the ceiling.Then insert the motor(Mark        )and rotate it clockwise 

to attach the motor to the gear box. Next, pull down the lock lever (Mark       ) and push it to the right until the lock lever is in the limit hole. After 

hanging your curtains and powering on the motor and pairing it with App, you'll be able to control the curtains. (For more instructions on how to 

install and remove the motor, please refer to the motor manual (CG-CUR15))
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／

When the curtains have been hung on the 

curtain track, there is still light leaking 

from the sides of your curtains. 
／

9

9

10

9

9
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Attention

Add two hooks to the top of both gearboxes to 

hang more curtains.

Loosen  
the  screw

Hook

Loosen  
the  screw

Please  do  not  disassemble  the  telescopic  curtain  track.

Please do not remove the curtain motor 
(detach the motor from the curtain track) 
unless it is necessary. If you do, the limit 
position of the curtain track may be changed.

When the curtain motor is powered on, go to the settings of the curtain motor in the APP 
to delete the motor (do not force delete or remove it from the network), then add the motor 
/connect it to the network again. The remote and scenes that you previously link with the 
motor will be cleared once the motor is deleted. Please be careful. 

The motor removal makes the limit position of the curtain 
track change.

Runners are mistakenly installed between 

two pulleys.

The number of runners that come with the curtain track is more than needed. Please 

install them on the both sides of the pulley (refer to the curtain track manual for detailed 

instructions). If the extra runners not affect the normal use, please ignore; If they do, please 

contact a professional personnel to remove them. 
Wrong installation: 
Runners are installed 
between two pulleys 
(as shown above).

Runners  between 
two  pulleys 

A high level of noise is generated from the 

telescopic curtain track. 

The curtains open or close asymmetrically. 

Please first loosen the     screws at the bottom of 
both gear boxes, then  pull  t he s crews  to  2-3 mm  
an d     tighten them back. 

1.Forget to draw the two pulleys to the left and right side 

respectively when installingthe curtain track.

2.The motor removal makes the limit position of the curtain 

track change. 

When the curtain motor is powered on, go to the 
settings of the curtain motor in the APP to delete 
the motor (do not force delete or remove it from the 
network). Next power off the motor and loosen the 
screws (as shown on the right), then draw the two 
pulleys to the left and right side respectively and 
add the motor/connect it to the network again.  

The curtain motor and curtain track run 
normally when you do the commissioning 
on the floor, table or in other positions.But 
they run abnormally or make a high level 
of noise once installed on the ceiling. 

In the installation process, the motor shaft 
has been manually rotated that changes the 
limit position of the curtain track.

The installation position is shifted that make the limit position 
of the curtain track change. 

The change in the the limit position is caused by operational 

mistakes. 

After you have installed the curtain motor and the curtain track and powered them on, 

go to the settings of the curtain motor in the APP to delete the motor (do not force delete 

or remove it from the network), then add the motor/connect it to the network again. 

Symptom Possible Cause Remedy

Q1:  How to choose a right curtain track for my curtains?  

A1:  If the width of your curtains is 1.2-2 meter, the recommended model is CUR15-120-200; If the width of your curtains is 2.2-4 meter, the recommended model is CUR15-220-400. 

Q2:  Does the motor work with other brands of curtain tracks, or does the curtain track work with other brands of motors?  

A2:  Our curtain motors and curtain tracks are all customized products. And connecting joints and accessories are different between different brands of motors and tracks, so working with 

         other brands of curtain tracks or motors is not recommended. 
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